SX Arctic Nature Lodge

Vision:
“Arctic Nature Lodge” emphasize our strong bond and vision to create a very unique and special
hideaway with a strong connection to nature and the given environment in the region.

Mission:
It is important to us to elicit people from their familiar surroundings and encourage them to spend time in
nature. Our aim is to create a unique and happy place to enjoy arctic explorations in the unique
environment and would like to show people the fascinating world of Swedish Lapland and inspire them
to find their own connection back to nature.

Uniqueness:
 High exclusivity standard
 Large variety of nature
activities throughout the year
 Exclusivity artic kitchen
concept with high standard
local products and chefs
 Traditional and regional
inspired
 Integration and long-term
partnerships with local brands,
companies and high service
providers
 High media and promotion
reach for the region in terms of
non-automotive related.

Target group:
 Regional, national, and international
 Individualists and Nature focused adventurer
 Businesspeople with a high request on freedom and a need
of individualization
 Social projects with strong partners
 Brands with a high focus on sustainability and nature
activities
 Athletes, Actors, VIP with a high demand on a remote
location
 Special business arrangements i.e. workshops,
management meetings
 Smaller groups around 10-15 people
 No focus on industrial and automotive customers within
own activity range (no car testing, etc.).

Sustainability and long-term:
We are trying to follow the latest developments in terms of a 360 degree sustainability aspect by
striking a balance between environmental, cultural, social and economic activities which will give this
project a big impact for future developments. Our aim is also that our guests shall become good
ambassadors for the culture and the region and spread the word in Europe.
Especially our focus away from the automotive industry and the one-sided winter business to a
sustainable and nature-loving experience operation throughout the year counts here already as a
model for the future and will be communicated prominently in combination with all partners involved.

